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away; and Fig. 11 is a ‘detail in section
Be it known that I, VrrUs A. Boxen, a taken approximately on the line :1:11 œ“ of

To all 'whom it may concern:

55

citizen of the United States, residing vat Fig. l.
The motor propelled vehicle shown in the
Minneapolis7 in the county of Hennepin and
State of Minnesota, have invented certain drawings is of a type generally designated
new and useful Improvements in Tractors;
and I do hereby declare the following to be
a full, clear, and exact description of the
invention, such as will enable others skilled

as a farm tractor, and the frame thereof

which-is a rectangular structure, with suit
able cross bars, is‘indicated as an entirety

by the numeral 1. This tractor also com
10' in the art .to which it appertains to make prises a rear axle 2, rear traction wheels 3,

front axle 4 having `pivoted stub axles 5, and
.
My present. invention relates to tractors front or steering wheels 6 journaled on the
or motor propelled vehicles, and is in the _said t stub axles. The stub axles 5, as isand use the same.

nature of an improvement on or refinement
15

65

usual,gare provided with projecting arms 7

of the construction disclosed and claimed in connected Aby a‘cross link 8 which causes the

my pending application S. N. 783,292, filed said Wheel 6 to partake of parallel angular
August 6th, 1913., and entitled “Improved or steering movements, such being the cus
tractor” and in my prior Patent No. 1,111,

tomary construction.

The motor for pro

355, of date, September 22, 1.914, entitled pelling the tractor, as shown, is a multi

20

“Transmission mechanism”.

cylinder explosive engine indicated, `as an
Generally stated, the invention consists entirety, by the numeral 9, and this engine,

of the novel devices and combinations of de

75

as shown, is suitably supported on the rear

vices hereinafter described and defined inl portion of the main frame 1. The engine
the claims.

25

ì

In the accompanying drawlngs which

- illustrate the invention, like characters in

crank shaft 10 is shown as connected by a

telescoping slip coupling 11, to the rear end
of a short driving shaft 12 that extends

dicate like parts throughout the several longitudinally of the tractor and is jour
naled in suitable bearings on the main frame
1. The socket memberl of the coupling l1 is
plan view showing the tractor embodying secured to the said shaft 12, and the angular
my invention, some parts thereof being end of the crank shaft 1() is telescoped there
broken away, and some? parts being sec into. A spring 13 surrounds the projecting
tioned; Fig. 2 is a side elevation ofthe end of the crank shaft 10 and is compressed

' views.

Referring to the drawings, Figure 1 is a

30

35

tractor lwith some parts sectioned and some

between the engine casing `and the socket of

parts broken away; Fig. 3 is a transverse

the said coupling, and hence, exerts a force

vertical section taken through the tractor yieldingly pressing the driving shaft 12 in
~approximately on the line m3 m3 of Fig. 1, ward, for a purpose which will presently
vlooking rearward; Flg. 4 1s a transverse
vertical section taken through the tractor on
40

the line œ* m4 of Fig. 1 looking forward;
Fig. 5 is a vertical section taken on the line

45

90

appear.

The driving shaft 12 carries a sprocket
14:" and a face friction wheel 14.».- Also
mounted in suitable bearings on the main 95

m5 of Fig. 1; Fig. 6 is a detail in sideele frame 1 but offset laterally from the shaft
ration showing certain parts of the trans 12, is a longitudinally extended counter
mission controllingmechanism found in the shaft l5 provided at its front end with
vicinity of the line marked ze“
0f Fig. 1 g longitudinally spaced reversely faced bev
Fig. 7 is a side elevation showing on an eled gears 16,- (see particularl)v Figs. 1 ‘and
enlarged scale, the parts shown in Fig. 6, 1l). These gears 16 have long sleeve-like

some of the said parts being broken away
and some being sectioned; Fig. 8 is a hori
50 zontal section taken approximately on the
liner m“ afs of Fig. 7; Fig. 9 is a section taken

approximately on the line arf’ fr” of Fig. 7;
Fig.l10 is a detail in section on the line

100

hubs that are loose on the said shaft 15 and
are. journaled in a bearing afforded by the
upper end of a bracket 17 that is rigidly
secured to one of the cross beams of the 105

frame 1. These beveled gears 1G mesh with
the opposite sides of a beveled gear 18 that

x1" 001° of Fig. 1, some parts being broken is also journaled to the upper end- of the

2

' miams

‘ _ ybracket 17.

The lgear 18, on its hub, car

ries a spur pinion 1‘9 that meshesl with a
spur gear 20 carried by a transverse counter
. shaft 21 journaled in suitable bearings on
5 the front portion of the frame 1. This

power from the engine while the tractor is

standing still. A heavy sprocket chain 37
runs over the sprocket

and over a large

sprocket 38 carried by a transverse -counter

shaft 39 located in front of the engine but 70
below the main frame 1 and journaled in
suitable bearings on- the said frame. The
v(see Figs. 1 and 4).
The counter shaft 15 is capable of slight said transverse shaft 39 is a divided shaft,
transverse shaft 21 also carries a worm 22

endwise movement and it carries two re

the ends of which are connected through a

410 versely faced driving cones 24 adapted to be suitable differential gear 40, the construc 75
alternately engaged by ‘ internal conical . tion of which differential-gear need not lhere
flanges carried by the respective gears 16. be considered further than to state that 'the
By again referring to Fig. 11, it will be sprocket 38 is the master wheel of the said
noted that the said gears 16 are free to ro

differential gear mechanism. The construc

tate but held against.> aXial movements by tion of the differential gearmechanisms are
thel peculiar engagement with the bearing well known. The divided shaft 39, at its
on the upper end of the bracket 17. Hence, ends, carries relatively small sprockets 41,
. very slight endvvise movements of the shaft
15 will serve to alternately engage the cones

and sprocket chains 42 run over these

sprockets and over muc-h larger sprockets 43

24 with .their cooperating cones 25, and carried by the hubs of the rear or traction
'
thereby connect, at will, either of the `gears wheels 8.
Connections have now been „described“
16 .for rotation with the said shaft 15. The
above noted slight‘èndwise movements are whereby, when the transverse shaft 83 is

..20

80

driven from the engine, through the coöper
through connections which vwill be presently ating friction Wheels 14 and 32, the tractor

85

- adapted' to be imparted to'A the shaft 15
25

A Worm 22 on the transverse shaft A21,
mgifshesgwith a worm gear or sector 26 shown

32 is alined with the aXis of the friction
wheel 14, as shown in Fig. 1, it will be in a
neutral position and will not be rotated, in

.as-Elcarri'èd by a short rock shaft 27 mounted
in suitable bearings on the front portion of either direction.

30

' the frame 1 and extend longitudinally of
the said frame. This gear sector A26 has a
depending arm 28 that is connected by a rod

f

by the power from the engine, be simultane~ trolling mechanisms. The present applica
ously oscillated in the one direction or the tion involves modified and 'improved forms
45 other, according to which of the driving of these devices, and more particularly, of
cones 24Áa‘re engaged with the cone flange 25 'the transmission controlling mechanism. In
'

The so-called face friction wheel 14 on
the driving Ashaft 12 constitutes one ele«
50

95

Inasmuch as it is often desirable to dn‘ive

the shaft 33 and pulley 36 to afford power.
while the tractor is stationary, the sprocket
29, to the steering link 28 which, it will be 35 is connected to the said shaft âäwth'rough
35 remembered, connects the arms 7 ofthe two a suitable clutch 44, the hub of wh‘itil‘i is in
'
'
yfront stub axles 5. The counter shaft 15 is dicated .in part in Fig. 1.
In my pending application above identi
driven from the- driving shaft 12 through a
sprocket chain 30 that runs over the sprocket lied, there is disclosed and broadly claimed a
.14’ and over a sprocket 31 in the said common controller for the transmission and
steering mechanisms, and in my said prior
shaft 15.
As is evident, through the connections de patent above identified, I have disclosed and
scribed, the front or steering wheel 6 may, broadly claimed novel transmission con

of the coöperating gear 16.

90

will be propelled. ‘ ÑVhen the friction wheel

described.

100
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vthis application, as in the said ico-pending
application, the chief element .of the com
mon controller is preferably in the form of

an upright or oblique rod 45 (see Figs. 1, 2,
anism of the friction’type, but it should 3 and 6), the upper portion of which is sup
be understood that this invention is not ported by and swiveled in a pivoted sleeve
Alimited .to transmission mechanism of such 46, with freedom for sliding movements
The said face friction wheel therethrough. The said sleeve 46 is piv~
_ character.'
ment of a variable speed transmission mech

1'14 ‘is arranged for frictional >engagement oted to a pai‘t presently to be described. At
vifi‘lî‘ll‘li," the» vperiphery of the so-called pe its lower end, the said controller rod 45 is
,ipiìieral -friction Wheel 32 that is caused4 pivoted to the upper end of an upright pin

12b

togfgotate; with a transverse shaft 33, by 47 that is swiveled to a cross bar 48 (see
:ineitns of a long key or spline connection Fig. 2) of the main frame 1. At it’ upper
end, the controller rod 45 is provide with a
se _34;.Í?(see iig. l), but is free to slide therein .T-head
or cross bar 49, to the'ends of- Which,
psversely of the machine. This shaft 33
(Sij‘ournaled in suitable bearings on the sides reins or controlling lines 50, or similiar de
.
ofgfthe tractor frame 1, and, as shown, car vices, are attached.'
It will be remembered that the face fri.'riesy a‘sprocket
and a pulley 86, which
65 latter is simply provided for conveying tion wheel 14 is normally pressedinto frio i.. 30
,

,

1,214.6@
- tional engagement with the peripheral'fric

seated- lock dogs 64 and 64', respectively.-

tion wheel'32, by the spring 13, and that the The lock dog 64 of the primary slide 54 co
driving shaft 12 Í is free for slight endwise operates With one or more lock notches or
movements. This latter feature is to per
g mit the friction wheel 14 to be moved out
of frictional engagement with the said fric
tion wheel 32. The means for automatically
moving the friction wheel 14 into and out
of engagement with the friction wheel 32
l0 will be described a little later on.

' ratchet teeth 65l of a ratchet bar'66 rigidly

secured to one'side of the guide bar 51; and
the lock dog 64’ of the secondary slide 54’
coöperates with a series of ratchet teeth 65’
on the upper edge of the said ratchet bar 66. »

The said ratchet dogs, 64 and 64’ work insuitable recesses formed in the respective -- .

Those devices which particularly relate to slides, and they are provided, respectively,
vthe transmission .controlling mechanism will with oblique cam extensions 64a and 64b, re
now be described.
spectively. The recesses in the said slides,
Directing attention particularly to Figs. that receive the said lock dogs, are extended
2 and 6 to 9, inclusive, the numeral 51 indi
cates a horizontal guide bar extended in a
direction from front to rear of the tractor,
and supported at its front and rear ends, re

lar so-called tripping abutments 67 and 67 ’,
respectively. These tripping abutments are

20 and 53 rigid on the main frame 1.4 Mounted

ed, between the free ends of the coöperating

15

so that they afford seats for small rectangu~
capable of limited sliding movements in re- '

spectively, by upright frame portions 52 spect toîthe slides in' which they are mount.

for sliding movements on this guide bar 51 lock dogs and stop shoulders 68 formed on

are soïcalled primary and secondary slides the respective slides. These tripping abut
-»54 and 54', respectively, the latter being lo ments are held against the adjacent faces of
cated ahead of the former. These two slides the guide bar 51 under a friction thaty is

25

30

are preferably made much alike, both being much greater than the friction between the
rectangular structures arranged to nearly or said abutments and the respective slides, so
quite embrace the guide bar 51. These two that the said abutments, while not positively
slides are yieldingly drawn forward to eX limited in their movements, in~ respect to
treme forward or normal positions, respec the said relatively fixed guide bar 51, will,
tively, by coiled springs 55 and 55’ attached nevertheless, tend to stick thereto until posi- g.
thereto and anchored in respect to the guide tively driven either by engagement therewith
bar 51. Here it should be noted that the of the cooperating shoulder 68, or of the co
sleeve.46 in which the controller rod 45 is operating lock dog. This relatively great
mounted to oscillate and slide endwise, is -friction between the. tripping abutments and

35 pivoted to the rear portion of the primary
slide 54 and the said primary slide is shown
as provided with anti~friction rollers 56’
that run on the upper edge of the guide bar

the bar 51 may be produced in different ._

ways, but, as shown, is laccomplished by
placing anti-friction rollers 69 (see “articu- '

larly Fig. 8) in recesses of the slides, be
51, and furthermore, that the said primary tween the tripping abutments and springs
40 slide has depending flanges 56 that carry a 70 applied on the respective slides Í54 and`
roller-57. This roll'er 57 normally engages in 54’. The important function performed by a notch 58 of a bell crank 59, which latter is the tripping abutments above described will.
pivoted at 60 (see Fig. 2) to. a bracket 61 appear in the description .of the operatipnf
rigidly secured on the main frame 1. TheI
The secondary /slide 54 vis arranged toî bi
depending arm of this bell crank 59 is set in different vpositions-by movements o_f 'iis
, pronged and pivoted to a shipper ring 62, the primary slide, _through `’a connection"
within which is journaled a shipper collar which ‘is preferably a` connecting ¿I‘od 71/
63 that is ,rigid on the driving shaft l2. rigidly secured to the primary slide 54.A at its
)Vith this'construetion described, whenever rear end, and having its front end extended
50 the primary slide 54 is moved rearward from loosely through _a lug 72 on the secondary

its normal position, its initial movement in
ythat direction will carry the roller 57 out of
the notch 58 and onto the straight rear end
portion of the long arm of the bell crank 59
55 and through said bell crank, will move the
shaft 12 slightly rearward far enough to
throw the face friction wheel 14 out of fric
tional contact with the peripheral friction
wheel 32. The purpose of this action is to
60 make it an easy matter to adjust the fric
_ tion wheel 32 into different positions by re

slide 54, and termina-ted in a head 73.

.

‘

Un its inner face, the secondaryslide 54’
Vis provided with a rackbar 74, which (see
particularly Fig. 5) meshes with a spur
.pinion 75 on an upright shaft‘76 liournaled
at its lower-'end in a bearing- 77 »on the main
frame 1 and journaled on its upper end in a

suitable bearing on a housing 78 carried by
the said frame., At a point app.-oximately
in line with the plane of the axis of the fric
tion'wheel 32, the shaft 76 is provided with

moving the frictional contact “between the

another spur gear 79 that meshes with a rack
bar 80. This rack bar 80 is extended .parallel
The primary and secondary slides 54 and to the axis of the shaft 33, and at its inner
65 54’ carry, respectively, Vpivoted. gravity end, is rigidly secured to a nonrotary collar
two’friction wheels.

.

,

130
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on top of the housing 78, with its axis ex
81, which, in turn, is swiveled to the hub of tending
from front to rear of the machine.
the friction wheel 32.
The rack 80 is secured to collars 81 that In this application of the indicator, a bear
are swiveled on the long sleeve-like hub 82

ing tube 91 is extended axially through the

of the friction wheel 32, so that the said rack 'tank 90 and is connected to the heads of the 70
will cause the said wheel 32 to move there tank with oil tight joints, and an indicator
with, transversely of the machine. As a con shaft 92 is passed through and journaled in
venient means for holding the rack 80 this tube. At its rear end, the shaft 92 is

against vertical movement, the inner end of provided with'a pointer 93 that cooperates
said rack 80 is arranged to work between with a graduated dial on the rear end of the

10

75

vertically spaced annular víianges 8_3 g (see tank, (see particularly Figs. 2 and 5). At

Fig. 5) on the pinion 79. Here it may be its front end, the shaft .92 has a small
noted that for the sake of clearness, _the sprocket 91. À short sprocket chain 95 runs
upper flange of the said pinion 79 is removed over the sprocket 91 and over a smaller
in Fig. 1. .

15

'

A coiled spring S11-(see Fig. 1) is an
chored to the frame 1 and attached to the
non-rotary collar -81 and exerts a force

which extends to the.y observer (Fig. 1) and
20 Ain a direction to set the said wheel for a slow

reverse driving motion or in' a position

slightlynearer to the observer than shown

sprocket 96 on one end of a short shaft 97 80
that is journaled in a bearing bracket 98 se

cured to the top of the casing or superframe
78. The extreme upper end of the shaft 76
before described, and which it will be re

membered, controls the adjustments of the’
friction wheel 32, is extended upward

8."

through the bearing bracket 98 and is con

in' Fig. 1. For varying forward speeds, the nected to the shaft 92 by a pair of miter .

25

wheel 32 is moved from the observer (Fig. gears 99. Thus, it will be seen that the
1) and laterally away from the axis of the pointer 93 will indicate the amount of /ad 9.0
justment of the 'friction wheel 32, orin other
friction wheel 14.
v
It has already been stated that the direc words, the position thereof', in respect to the '
-tion in which the machine will be steered is axis of the friction wheel 14, and hence,
controlled by Aendwise movements of the will indicatethe speed at which the trans

30 shaft 15 which throws the one or the other mission mechanism is set to operate and 95
of the clutch connections between,4 the -said ` relative, of course, to the speed of the engine

shaft and gears 16 into action. This end
wise movement of the said shaft 15 is pro
duced by- oscillating movement of the con

trolling rod 45, preferably through the fol

lowing connections. (See Figs. `1 and -2.)

Secured to the lower end of the swiveled pin
47, is an arm 85 that is connected by a long
~link 86 to- the intermediate portion of a ship
40

crank shaft.

'

l

The manner in which the power of the en
gine may be utilized to run the tractor, un

der a controller produced by oscillation of
the controller rod 45 on its own axis, has al

ready been made clear. It is sometimes de
sirable to be able- to steer `the tractor by hand
power, and for this purpose, I provide a so

per lever 87, the outer end of which is pivot called auxiliary steering device, which, how
ed'to the frame .1, and the inner end of ever, utilizes certain of the steering connec

105

which is pronged and pivotally connected to 'tions already described, and particularly,

a shipper collar 88 (see Figs. 1 and 10) that the counter shaft 21, worm 22, worm sector
is swiveled between thrustl collars on the 26 and crank rod connection 29 and steering
shaft 15.- I also preferably provide a yield link 8. The application of this auxiliary

4.5 ing device for normally holding both of the

clutch connections betweenthe shaft ~15 and
gears 16 in neutral or released positions, so

11o

steering device ismade an easy matter be
cause of the fact that both of the clutches
which connect the shaft 15 to the gears 16

that the steering connections will remain set
50 in any position in which they may be left

are normally held in releasing positions.
This auxiliary steering device comprises an

connections, by operation of one or the other

ings on the tractor frame, provided at its

1i5

after they are given adjustment, until they obliquely extended steering rod 100 (see '
are Aagain acted upon through the driving Figs. 1, 2 and 4), mounted in suitable bear

55

of the clutches. _This yielding centering de rear end with a hand wheel 101, and pro 12o
vice, as shown, is afforded by two opposing vided at its front end with a miter gear 102
coiled springs E89 anchored to the frame 1 >that meshes with a miter gear 103 on the.
'and attached to the free end of the lever 85, vsaid cross shaft 21. Obviously, any desired
adjustments may be imparted to the steering
as shown in Fig. 1.
l
It _is highly desirable that an indicator be connectionslthrough the engine operated de
providedfor indicating to the operator the vice, and then, at will, any desired steering

Speed at which the variable speed transmis
sion mechanism is set. This indicator may

be applied in various different ways, but, as
shown, it- is conveniently applied in connec
66

125

movements may .be imparted to the said

steering connections by manipulation of the
auxiliary steering rod 100. Also, as iswevi
dent, the steering connections are l'r'r'e‘

130
tion with an oil tank at 90, that is supported versible in that they are normally locked by

maracas
must be moved rearward, first far enough
the worm 22 and sector 26 ‘against force it
to
bring the head 73 of the connecting rod
’ transmitted backward thereto from the front ‘71 into vcontact with tne lug 72 of the sec‘
or steering wheels.
slide 54’, 'and then must be moved
Operation of ’variable speed transmission ondary
as much farther rearward as required to ac 70
mechanism-_It has alreadyj been stated that complish
the desired adjustment of the said

the transmission mechanism is _controlled
by forward and rearward 4oscillatory move

ments of the controlling rod 45„ and the

10

transmission mechanismgi

.

In Fig. 1, the adjustable friction wheel 32

is shown as at the neutral' point, but when
operations' resulting from such adjustments the
.secondary slide 54’ is set in its extreme 745
of the steering rod will now be traced in

forward position, as shown in Figs. 6, 7
and 8, >the said wheel 32 will be set slightly
l larlyto Figs. 2, and 6 to 9, inclusive.I Here toward the observer, in respect to Fig. l,
it may be first noted that in Fig. 2, the and `in a position for slow reverse transmis
mechanism >is viewed from the right hand sion. By the proper rearward movement of 80
side of the tractor, while -in Figs. 6 to 7, the primary slide, the secondary slide may be
the mechanism is viewed from the left hand drawn rearward into position to set the fric
side of the machine. Movement is therefore
wheel 32 for any desired forward trans
toward -the left, in respect to Fig. 2 and to tion
mission.
When the secondary slide 54’- is
ward-the right, in respect to Figs. 6, 7 and drawn rearward,
its tripping abutment 67 ’,
20 8. Attention is now and again called to the by its relatively great frictional Contact with
fact that initial rearward movement of the the bar 51, will stick to the latter, or lag
primary slide 54, operating through the bell back
until it is engaged by the shoulder 68
crank 59 moves the friction'wheel 14 out of of the secondary slide, and thereafter it will
engagement with the friction wheel 32, so be caused tomove rearward with the said
25 that the latter may be easily adjusted. When secondary slide and will then assume a posi
the primary slide 54 is moved rearward, its
permitting the lock dog 64’ to drop
tripping abutment 67 first slips back against tion
into
with the alined ratchet
the stop shoulder 68 >and is then caused toV tooth engagement
65’ of the said bar 51, and thus lock
travelwith the said slide. When the lock the said secondary slide in any position in
30 dog 64 is engaged with the notch or tooth which it may be set.
,
65, the said primary slide will be locked in
Torelease the dog 64’ from the engaged
position to hold.the friction wheel 14 dis tooth
with the closely positioned teeth
engaged from the friction wheel 32.l To shown,65’,
by rearward move-`
it
is'necessary',
release the lockdog 64 from the notch >65, ments of the >controller rod 45 and -primary 100
35 the primary slide 54 must be moved rear~`
54, to draw the secondary slide 54’ far
ward a little distance and then permitted 'slide
enough rearward to carry the point of the

40

45

50

55

detail, directing‘l attention >Iagain particu

to make, at least, a slight return for dog 64’ some little distance back upon the
ward movement. Under this initial return smooth or toothless portion of the rack bar
or forward movement, the tripping abut 65', and then to allow-the said parts to 10d
ment 67, by- its relatively great frictional makev a slight return forward movement.
contact with the fixed guide bar‘51, will be Under this slight return forward movement,
caused to stick to the said bar and lag back, the' tripping abutment 67’, will'stick to the

and by engagement with the cam projections bar 51, and, by engagement with the cam
64a, raise the dog 64 into a released position,
64b ofthe said dog 64’, will raise the
thus unlocking the slide 54 from the said end
same into- an inoperative position above the
bar 51. Vtf'hcn the said abutment 67 has teeth of the rack, and thereafter, under con
thus released the said dog, it will thereafter tinued forward movement of the said parts,
be caused to travel forward with- the said the said abutment will travel with the _sec
primaryfslide 54. Here it is highly im ondary slide 54’ and hold the said dog`64’
ortant to note (see Figs. 6, 7 and 8) that the
its inoperative position until the said sec
head 73 of the connecting rod 71 normally in
ondary slide has again been given a slight
stands far enough away from the lug 72 of rearward movement while the point of the
the secondary slide 54’ to permit all ofthe said dog is over the teeth 65’. Here it should
movements of the primary slide just above be stated that the movement of the tripping
noted. From this it follows that the pri abutment 67', in respect vto the secondary

mary slide may be moved rearward far slide 54’ is of such an extent that it will not
enough to cause the release of the friction be caused to release the dog 64’ of the en

110

115|

1213

wheel 14 from the friction wheel 32, locked gaged tooth 65', by movement of the said
in such position yto the bar 51, and also re secondary slide a distance represented by 125
60 leased from the said bar, without disturb
of the said teeth 65’.
ing the secondary slide on causing any'ad oneThe
operations of the various devices
justments of the transmission mechanism. above described
are new_thought to have
4When the transmission mechanism is to be been made clear. It may be here stated
adjusted, the primary slide must be moved that the drawings of this application are 130
65 rearward farther than above noted, to-wit,

Leie-,eee

.6

.taken from a full sized operative machine, said friction wheels separated and to release
the operativeness of which has been demon the same for coöperatlve engagement With
strated in practice.

‘

»

lout changing the vadjustment of said slide.

6. The combination With coöperating 4fric
tion wheels, of‘means for adjusting one of
bination with motor propelled steering said friction Wheels in respect to the axis of
mechanism and motor propelled transmis the other, for variable speeds, a fixed guide
What I claim is:
1. In a motor propelled vehicle, the com

' sion mechanism, of a common >controller

70

having ratchet teeth, a slide mounted on said

guide and having a lock dog engageable
movement thereof serving. to manipulate with the-ratchet teetlrthereof, to lock said
said transmission mechanism and the otherl slide in different positions, the said slide
movement thereof serving to manipulate having connections for adjusting said mov
said steering mechanism, and an auxiliary able friction Wheel for different speeds, a
having tWo different vmovements, the one

.10

manually operated steering device operative pawl trip frictionally anchored to said guide

15

at will and Without interfering with the ad
justment of said transmission mechanism.

spect to said slide, the said guide having a

2. In a motor-propelled vehicle, a motor

toothless portion, whereby said trip may be

propelled transmission mechanism, a mótor

and having a limited movement only in re

caused to release said dog, connections for

propelled steering mechanism, including re

effecting the >separation of said friction

versible _and irreversible elements, and a

wheels, a lock for said latter connections op asl

tothe reversible element of the said motor

rated and to release the same for coöperative

propelled steering mechanism.

engagement without changing the adjust

manually operated steering device connected erative to hold said friction Wheels sepa

ment of said slide, and a manually operated
propelled transmission mechanism and a controller with connections for operating
motor-propelled steering mechanism, said said slide and the said lock fo-r holding said
3. In a motor-propelled vehicle, a motor

latter including a driving shaft driven in a
constant direction, a reversible driven shaft
and a reversible frictional drive for connect
30

wheel separated.

90

.

7. The combination _with coöperating

transmission` wheels, of means for moving

ing said driving and driven shafts, in com one of said wheels in respect to the other,
bination with a manually operated auxiliary comprising a relatively ñxed guide having

ratchet teeth, irimary and secondary slides
versible driven shaft of said n'iotor-propelled movable on said guide and having limited
steerinor mechanism.
movements, one in respect to the other, yield
steering device connected to the said re

35

4. In a transmission mechanism, the com

ing means 'tending to move said slides in a 100...

bination »with coöperating members, of common direction, a. connection to said pri
mary slide for moving the same 4against the
in respect to the other, comprising a slide tension of said yielding means, a connection
having connections tor the adjustable mem between said secondary slide and the adjust.
40 ber, a lock for securing said slide in different able wheel, lock dogs on said slides engage
positions, a yieldingly anchored trip for said able with the teeth of said guide to lock
means for adjusting one of the said members

45

lock having a limited movement only in re said- slides in different positions, and dog
spect to said slide, connections for separat trips yieldingly anchored in respect to said
ing the said members, and means operative guide and having limited movements onlyl
on said connections to secure said members in respect to the cooperating dogs and slides.
in separated positions and to again restore V8. rl‘he combination with coöperating
the same to connected positions, wit-hout in transmission wheels, of -means for moving
terfering With the adjustments of said slide. one of said wheels in respectto the other,
5. The combination with cooperating fric comprising a relatively fixed guide having

50 tion wheels, of means for adjusting one of

ratchet teeth, primary and secondary slides

said friction wheels in respect to the axis of

movable _on said guide and having limited
movement-s, one in respect to the other, yield
ing means tending to move said slides ina
common direction,- a connection to, said pri
mary slide for moving the same against the

the other, for variable speeds, a fixed guide
having ratchet teeth, a slide mounted on said

guide and having a lock dog engageable with
55

the ratchet teeth thereof, to lock said slide in
different positions, the said slide 'having con
nections for adjusting said movable friction
wheel for different speeds, a pawl trip fric
tionally anchored to said guide and having a
limited movement only in. respect to said
slide, the said guide having a toothless por
tion, whereby said trip may be caused to re

tension of said yielding means, a connection

between said secondary slide and the adjust
able wheel, lock dogs on said slides engage
able with the teeth of said guide to lock said

said slides in different p sitions, dog trips
yieldinglyancliored in respect to said guide

and having limited movements only in re
lease said dog, connections for effecting the spect to the (oöperating dogs and slides,
separation of said friction Wheels, and a lock and a connection between said primary slide
65 for said latter connections operative to hold and one of the said Wheels for moving the

110
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same into and out of coöperative engage

combination with coöperating transmission
wheels adjustable, one in respect to the

9. The combination with cooperating

other, of a relatively fixed guide having

-transmission wheels, of means for moving
one of said wheels in respect to the other,
comprising a' 'relatively fixed guide having
ratchet teeth, primary and secondary slides

face, primaryA and secondary‘slides movable

ment.

ratchet teeth and intervening smooth sur

on said guide and provided with lock dogs
cooperating with said ratchet teeth to inde
pendently lock said slides to said guide, al

movable on said guide and having limited connection between said slides permitting
movements, one in respect'to the other, yield limited movements of one in respect to the

10 ing means tending to move said slides in _a
' common direction, a connection to said pri

mary slide for moving the same against the
tension of said yielding means, a connection
between said'tecondary slide and the adjust
able wheel, lock dogs on said slides engage
able with the teeth of said guide to lock
said slides in different positions, dog trips

15

Á

other, dog trips frictionally anchored to said
guide, and having limited movements only
in respect to the respective slides, a connec

tion between said secondary slide and the

movable transmission wheel, and manually

opârated means for moving the said primary
s i e.

13. In a transmission mechanism, the

yieldingly anchored in respect to said gui'de combination with coöperating transmission
and having limited movements only in re wheels adjustable, one in respect to the
spect lto the cooperating dogs and slides, a other, of a relatively fixed guide having
connection between said primary slide and ratchet teeth and intervening smooth sur
one 'of the said wheels for moving-the same face, primary and secondary slides movable

20.

into‘and out of cooperative engagement, anpl
the connection between the sai

80

85

on said' guide and provided with ylock dogs

two slides coöperating with said ratchet teeth to inde
25 being such as to permit said primary slide pendently lock said slides to said guide, a
to be locked to saidv guide in a position to connection between said slides permitting

90

hold the said 'wheels disconnected, without limited movements of one in respect to the '
other, dog trips frictionally anchored to said
ar'y slide and the wheels for variable speed. uide and having limited'movements only 95

- disturbing the adjustments of said second

10. In a transmission mechanism,_ the in respect to the respective slides, a connec

combination with a guide, of primary and tion between said secondary slide and the
secondary slides mounted on said guide, one movable transmission wheel, yielding devices

f ahead of the other, said slides being con
` nected for limited movement one in~ respect
35
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to the other, means for independently lock

ing said two slides to said guide and forre

tending to move said slides in a common di

rection, and a manually _operated _controller
connected to said primary slide for moving

the same against the tension of said yield

leasing the same, a connection from said
primary slide to a movable part of the trans ing14.means.
In a transmission mechanism, the
mission mechanism for producing one ad combination with coöperating transmission
justment, and a connection from said second ` wheels adjustable, one in respect to the
ary slide to a movable part of the transmis other, of a relatively fixed guide having
sion mechanism for accomplishing another ratchet teeth and intervening smooth sur

45

adjustment of the said transmission mecha

face, primary andsecondary slides movable

nism.

on said guide and provided with lock dogs

.

100

ica

1l. In a transmission mechanism, the .coöperating with said ratchet teeth to inde

combination with a guide, of primary and pendently lock said slides to said guide, a
secondary slides mounted on said guide, one connection between said slides permitting
ahead of the other, said slides being con limited movements of one in respect to the
nected for limited movem'ent one in respect other, dog trips frictionally anchored to said 115
50 to the other, means for independently ìlock
guide and having limited movements only
ing said two slides to said guide and for re in respect to the respective slides, a connec
leasing the same, a connection from said tion between said secondary slide and the
primary slide to a movable partof the trans movable transmission wheel, and a connec
mission mechanism for producing one ad tion actuated by said primary slide and op 12a
55 justment, and a connection from said second
erative to disconnect certain of the trans- ’
ary slide to a movable part of the transmis -mission elements of the said transmission
sion mechanism for accomplishing another
adjustment of the said transmission mecha mechanism.
'
15. In a transmission mechanism, the 125
nism, the said parts being combined with a combination
with
cooperating
transmission
60 steering mechanism, and a common control
wheels adjustable, one in respect to the
ler having two movements, the one for op other, of a relatively ?ixed guide having
erating said steering mechanism and the ratchet teeth and intervening smooth sur
other J?or imparting movement to said pri face, primary and secondary slides movable
65

mary slide.
on said guide and provided with lock dogs 130
12. In a transmission mechanism, the

3
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coöperating With said ratchet teeth to inde ing means, the connection between said pri 15
pendently lock said slides to said guide, a lmary and secondary slides permittingV the,A
connection between said slides permitting said primary slide to be locked. to said
limited movements of one in respect to the

4 other, dog trips frictionally anchored to said

guide, in position to render said transmission l'

mechanism inoperative, through thefconnec-Í,

iiide and having limited movements only tions described, >Without .disturbing the said'
secondary slide.

1n respect to» the respective slides, a connec

In testimony whereof-I aíïix ,my signature - l
~tion between said secondary slide and the
,movable transmission Wheel, a connection in presence of two Witnesses. -

actuated by said primary slide and opera~ _

-tive to_disconnect certain of the transmis

-

sionelements of the said transmission mech
anism, and a controller for moving said pri
mary slide against the tension of said yield

Witnesses:

VITUS A. BOKER.

CLARA DEMAREST,

BERNICE G. WHEELER.

